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Abstract. The design thinking community has at its disposal a rich pool of teaching
material to help students master the process of creative problem solving. We redesigned some of this material for use in a new context: behaviour psychotherapy.
Here, patients need to master the process of creative problem solving. In this article,
we share re-designed templates to support problem solving in behaviour psychotherapy. They may be useful whenever people try to solve their own individual life
problems.

Both Design Thinkers and Behaviour Psychotherapists
Teach Creative Problem Solving
Design thinkers and behaviour therapists use and teach very similar process models. Figure
1 shows a typical problem solving process used in behaviour psychotherapy (Fiedler, 2005;
Kämmerer, 1983), as compared to a common design thinking process model (bootcamp
bootleg, 2010/2014).

Fig. 1

Models of creative problem solving used in behaviour psychotherapy versus design thinking.

In both processes, the first step is to learn what the problem is all about. At least one person
involved in the problem is interviewed and observed. Afterwards, the team of problem solvers, consisting either of therapist and patient(s) or of design thinkers, formulates a unique
problem statement to capture their joint outlook on the problem. Teams move on to explore the space of potential solutions: They try to think of many different ways in which the
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problem can be solved, typically via brainstorming. Then, teams select an approach and try
it out. Very often this includes a role-play. Finally, teams evaluate what went well or what
was still missing in their solution and make the necessary adaptations.
Thus, the two processes of problem solving are very similar indeed. These similarities open
up many opportunities for a fruitful exchange. Elsewhere we have discussed how behaviour
psychotherapy tools can enrich design thinking (von Thienen et al, 2012). Here we shall focus on the other direction: how design thinking tools can support psychotherapy.

Design Thinkers have Created Teaching Tools that
May also be Valuable for Psychotherapy
The design thinking community has created a rich pool of teaching materials to help students master the process of creative problem solving. For example, in the Stanford Design
Thinking Virtual Crash Course (d.school, 2012/2014) teachers guide design thinking novices
through the process of problem solving in a carefully arranged way. The long process of
problem solving is broken down into small, manageable tasks. Every step in the process is
timed carefully. There are templates printed out and projected on the wall (see fig. 2), which
guide participants “by the hand”. They make sure everyone knows what to do at any given
moment in time. Well-thought out instructions mobilize energy; they stimulate a productive
and often joyful work flow.

Fig. 2 Novices try out the design thinking process – a scene from the Stanford Design
Thinking Virtual Crash Course.

By way of comparison, figure 3 illustrates three typical shortcomings of behaviour psychotherapy settings that could easily be overcome by adopting design thinking teaching tools.
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Fig. 3 An illustration of common shortcomings in behaviour psychotherapy settings.



There are few visual hints to help the patient figure out where he is in the problem solving
process at any given moment.



The process of problem solving is planned rather vaguely by the therapist. It tends to come
across as somewhat elusive.



Notes regarding the patient’s problem are visible to the therapist only. They are part of her
handwritten treatment documentation which she keeps on her lap.

Design thinking teaching tools can help to empower patients and to foster therapist-patient
teamwork when adapted for psychotherapeutic use cases. Three easy-to-have benefits are
the following:


Orientation. Graphics can help the patient detect where he or she is in the problem solving
process at any given moment in time.



Process preparation. The patient can be guided through the process of problem solving by a
number of short, very concrete tasks.



Teamwork. Templates for sharing notes with one another or creating them jointly can promote teamwork. They can also help to empower patients right from the start.

Thus, we set out to adapt design thinking teaching tools for use in a psychotherapeutic context. As a first basis, we chose the Stanford Design Thinking Virtual Crash Course since (according to our view) it combines many of the best design thinking teaching ideas in a tightly
arranged way.
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Adapting the Stanford Design Thinking Virtual Crash Course
to Work on Individual Life Problems
To adapt the Stanford Design Thinking Virtual Crash Course for use in behaviour psychotherapy we made the following changes:


Timing. The Stanford Crash Course takes almost 120 minutes. Our re-designed tasks total up to
41 minutes. Therefore, in a typical 50-minute-therapy session, there is even some time left for
initial greetings and intermediate instructions.



Teamwork. In the Stanford Crash Course, everybody finds a partner and designs something for
that person. Thus, each participant tries to solve the partner’s problems alone. In the adapted
process, therapist and patient form a team. Cooperatively, they work on a joint challenge that is
introduced by the patient.



Mission. The Stanford Crash Course pre-defines a mission. All participants re-design their partner’s gift-giving experience. In the adapted process, it is the first task of a team to decide on
their concrete “re-design mission”. It can be selected from the pool of current life problems that
affect a psychotherapy patient.



Role Expectations. Psychotherapy patients may have role and treatment expectations, which we
tried to take into account. The adapted process starts out rather conventionally: The therapist
takes a lead role in the beginning. Over time, role-differences fade out more and more. The process becomes less orthodox and, maybe, more fun.



User Co-Design. In design thinking, the user is typically not part of a design team. In the adapted
process, patients actively participate in (re-)designing solutions for their life problems.



Visual Hints. To help novices identify where they are in the process of problem solving at a certain moment, on every template a bubble signals the present working mode (e.g. “explore” or
“ideate”).



Failure-Friendly. Psychotherapy patients may be particularly sensitive towards failure. We tried
to make sure that no matter what happens – even if ideas tank – the patient knows what he has
learned and how he has benefited from trying out an idea. In particular, a new template is included which helps to carve out learnings from tanked solutions.



Bring Home. The templates teach an iterated process model (von Thienen & Meinel, 2014). In
particular, a working mode, called “bring home,” is included at the end. Here, participants are
prompted to reflect on how the latest experiences can enrich their problem solving abilities.

Templates to Tackle Individual Life Problems
The templates for working on individual life problems are meant as an active toolkit, so we
are happy to share. Please feel invited to try or adapt them. In official use cases, please refer
to the Stanford d.school for general template design and to us for the adapted version regarding individual life problems.
A sample dialogue of patient and therapist jointly tackling a problem is included in von
Thienen & Meinel (forthcoming). Through that dialogue we also share instructions that have
proven helpful in a psychotherapeutic context.
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Appendix: Templates to Tackle Individual Life Problems
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Your Mission:

Re-design the ________________________ experience!
Start by gaining empathy.

2 Interview

2 min.

4 min.

Interview notes: What happened in the last situation? What emotions and motives were in play?

Explore

Reframe the problem.
4 Create your problem view

3 Capture findings 3 min.

3 min.

needs: what the protagonist wants to achieve*
* use verbs
Protagonist

needs a way to
need

insights: new learnings about the protagonist‘s feelings / world
view to leverage in your design

3 Min.

Unexpectedly, in his / her world…

insight

Explore

Define
Your
View

Ideate: Generate alternatives to test.
5 Sketch 3-5 radical ways to meet the protagonist‘s needs

5 min.

Write your problem statement above.

3 Min.
3

3

Ideate

6 Share your solutions and capture feedback

10 min. (1 session = 5 minutes each)

3 Min.
Test
Prototypes

Switch roles and repeat sharing

Iterate based on feedback.
7 Note down favourite insights

8 Generate a new solution

3 min.

2 min.

Sketch your big idea, note details if necessary!

Favourite insights from ideas that tanked*
* e.g., another need, a new problem view or mission

3 Min.
Favourite insights from promising ideas

Test
Prototypes

Ideate

Build and test.
9 Build your solution

10 Test your solution, capture findings

2 min.

Make something you can interact with!

+ Worked well…

- Could be improved…

3

[not here]

3 Min.
? Questions…

! Ideas, insights…

3

Test
Prototypes

Test
Prototypes

4 min.

Benefit after this session.
11 Reflect and choose a starting point for the next iteration
Your capabilities as a solution finder:
What aspects of the process you found interesting, what
you might try out again when working on (other) problems

3 min.

Ideas and things you want to try out
before the next meeting:

3 Min.
3 Min.

Bring
Home

Bring
Home

Decide jointly where the process shall re-start the next time:

Explore

Define
Your View

Ideate

Test
Prototypes

Bring
Home

